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Request from the community
• Recommendation from Subaru Science Advisory Committee 

(SAC, representative of the Subaru’s community) as of 2009 

1. Very wide-field optical imager 

2.Wide-field multi-objet spectrograph 

3.Wide-field near-infrared imager and multi-object 
spectrograph (including IFU). 

HSC from 2013

PFS from 2019

ULTIMATE-Subaru from 2023



Community Science meeting for 
wide-field NIR instruments 

• Subaru Next generation AO workshop, 2011/9/8-9@Osaka Univ. 

• Galaxy Anatomy workshop, 2012/5/29-31 @ Subaru 

• Subaru GLAO science workshop 2012, 2012/10/17-18 @Subaru 

• Subaru GLAO science workshop 2013, 2013/6/13-14 @ Hokkaido Univ. 

• Subaru GLAO mini-science workshop 2014, 2014/7/28-29 @ NAOJ, Mitaka 

• Subaru GLAO science workshop 2016, 2016/6/16-17 @ NAOJ, Mitaka

Discussion about wide-field AO system

GLAO science workshop (participants from Canada, Taiwan, Japan) 

Science case with high spatial-resolution imaging/spectroscopy

Trade-off study between GLAO and MOAO

GLAO science workshop on the Starbug IFU (participants from Australia, Japan) 
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Figure 6.3: Left: Improvement of the seeing probability distribution (dotted line) to GLAO performance
probability distribution (red line). The error bars are the standard deviation along the time axis. Right:
confirmation of simulation results by Raven used in GLAO mode: the white star shows the result of no
correction while the green star is the result of RAVEN.

Result of MOAO performance simulation

We plot the wavefront error in Fig. 6.7. Total wavefront error is shown in filled square. Cross mark shows
a tip-tilt wavefront error from natural guide star and open square shows a high-order wavefront error
from laser guide star. Plots from upper left to lower right correspond the guide star constellation, which
is shown in Figure 6.6 from left to right. The horizontal axis shows a distance from the center of field of
view, which starts from the bottom to the top of the guide star constellation shown in Figure 6.6. Three
natural guide stars lies at the vertical dash line in triangle, and five laser guide stars at the vertical doted
line in pentagon. The horizontal lines at the wavefront error of 350nm and 240nm are equivalent to the
Strehl Ratio of 0.4 and 0.2 at K band, respectively. The wavefront error become minimum at the center
and positive side of dotted line, where the laser guide star resides. High-order wavefront error increases
with larger separation of each guide star. This degradation in performance for wider constellation of
laser guide star is caused by the increase of uncovered area by the laser guide star especially at the
higher altitude. (See Figure 6.6.) Further, the tip-tilt wavefront error increases in the same manner,
because of the large separation of natural guide stars. Tip-tilt wavefront error is smaller than the high-
order wavefront error for compact guide star constellation. Both tip-tilt and high-order wavefront errors
becomes equivalent at the guide star constellation of (3).

The more practical measures of MOAO performance in observation are Strehl ratio and ensquared
energy rather than wavefront error. Strehl ratios are plotted in Figure 6.8. The cross, open square and
filled square indicate J band, H band and K band respectively. The values of Strehl ratio are calculated
from simulated image of point source, which are consistent with estimated Strehl ratio derived from the
wavefront error.

Ensquared energy within the area size of 0.12′′× 0.12′′ and 0.24′′× 0.24′′ are plotted in FIgure 6.9 and
Figure 6.10. Ensquared energy within 0.12′′×0.12′′ is rapidly reduced for the wider constellation of guide
stars. When we require the minimum ensquared energy as 50%, the field of regards (FoR) is limited by
60′′ in radius. On the other hand, ensquared energy within 0.24′′×0.24′′ is not drastically reduced at wide
guide star constellation. The tolerance in reduction of ensnared energy at larger area size is interpreted
as follows. The major degradation of wavefront error is caused by the tip-tilt wavefront error due to the
wider guide star constellation, not caused by high-order wavefront error. Thus the energy in jittered core
of point spread function (PSF) can easily captured by enlarging the area size, while the energy in halo
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On-sky performance with RAVEN

FWHM~0”.2

Uniform seeing improvement 
over >15 arcmin FoV.

GLAO performance simulation



ULTIMATE-Subaru: GLAO+wide-field NIR instruments 

System Overview
(1) Adaptive Secondary Mirror

Preliminary Subaru ASM 
design by Microgate

(2) Laser Guide Star system 
TOPICA fiber laser(589nm) x 2 
Generate 4 laser guide stars

(3) Wavefront Sensors
Subaru Cs. Focus
φ~16arcmin

NIR inst.

(4) Wide-field NIR instruments
• Imager  
• Multi-Object Slit spec. 
• Multi-Object IFU spec.



Key Technologies for GLAO
• (1) Adaptive Secondary Mirror 

- ASM from Microgate 

- Mitigate the technical risk by reusing the technology developed at VLT, MMT, and LBT 

- Frequent exchange of the ASM will be a challenge. 

• (2) Sodium Laser Guide Star system 
- 2 Sodium LGS system from TOPTICA —> well developed technology 

- Rayleigh laser is an option, but sodium laser is preferable for future expansion to the Laser 
Tomographic AO (LTAO) system, which enables higher Strehl ratio in narrower FoV in visible 
wavelength.  

• (3) Tomographic wavefront sensing 
- Make use of the previous experiences from the GLAO precursors at MaunaKea  

- RAVEN/Subaru (2014-2015):  MOAO science demonstrators, GLAO performance at Subaru 
was also demonstrated. 

- Imaka/UH88 (2016-): GLAO performance at wide FoV (12’ x 12’) .  (Mark’s presentation) 



Why GLAO? : Sensitivity 138

Figure 7.23: The expected 5 σ limiting magnitude (AB) for star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2 in broad-band
(K, left) and narrow-band (Brγ, right) achieved with the ULTIMATE-Subaru (GLAO) as a function of the
size (Re) of the galaxies. Filled circles, squares, and triangles show the limiting magnitude obtained with
GLAO correction at COSMOS, SDF, and SXDF. Open symbols show the limiting magnitude without
GLAO correction in each field. Thin solid line shows the expected limiting magnitude with SCAO
(diffraction limit). Horizontal dashed, dotted, and dot-dashed lines show the expected limiting magnitude
for point sources in COSMOS, SDF, and SXDF, respectively, with and without GLAO correction. Since
we found that the field dependence of the limiting magnitude for the galaxies is small, we only show the
limiting magnitude in the COSMOS field for the NB imaging in the right panel. In the lower panel, we
show the sensitivity gain due to the GLAO correction over the seeing condition.

Figure 7.24: Simulated S/N maps of Hα emitters at z ∼ 2.3 obtained by the ULTIMATE-Subaru NB
(Brγ) imaging with 5 hours integration time. Top and bottom panels show the maps with and without
GLAO correction, respectively.
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K-band Sensitivity improvement 
• 0.8-1.0 mag (PSF) 
• 0.5 mag (galaxies with Re~2kpc)

GLAO survey is 3~4 times 
more sensitive (or faster) 
than the seeing limited survey



Why GLAO? : Spatial resolution

138

Figure 7.23: The expected 5 σ limiting magnitude (AB) for star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2 in broad-band
(K, left) and narrow-band (Brγ, right) achieved with the ULTIMATE-Subaru (GLAO) as a function of the
size (Re) of the galaxies. Filled circles, squares, and triangles show the limiting magnitude obtained with
GLAO correction at COSMOS, SDF, and SXDF. Open symbols show the limiting magnitude without
GLAO correction in each field. Thin solid line shows the expected limiting magnitude with SCAO
(diffraction limit). Horizontal dashed, dotted, and dot-dashed lines show the expected limiting magnitude
for point sources in COSMOS, SDF, and SXDF, respectively, with and without GLAO correction. Since
we found that the field dependence of the limiting magnitude for the galaxies is small, we only show the
limiting magnitude in the COSMOS field for the NB imaging in the right panel. In the lower panel, we
show the sensitivity gain due to the GLAO correction over the seeing condition.

Figure 7.24: Simulated S/N maps of Hα emitters at z ∼ 2.3 obtained by the ULTIMATE-Subaru NB
(Brγ) imaging with 5 hours integration time. Top and bottom panels show the maps with and without
GLAO correction, respectively.
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3”.0

Seeing (0”.5)

GLAO (0”.2)

GLAO correction is essential for studying                                     
internal structure of galaxies at “Cosmic noon”.



NIR instruments conceptual design
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7.2 Wide-field Imager

Takashi Hattori1, John Pazder2, Tomoyasu Yamamuro3, and Yoko Tanaka1

1 Subaru Telescope, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan,
2 Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics, National Research Council of Canada, 3 OptCraft

7.2.1 Four barrel imager design (J. Pazder, HIA)

Here we summarize a conceptual study by John Pazder (NRC-NSI-AST/HIA) based on his technical
note ”Subaru concentric corrector and four barrel GLAO imager Optical Design Concept” (5/29/2013).
Because the available field-of-view at Subaru Cassegrain focus was still under study at the time when
this technical note was written, ∼ φ20′ is assumed in this study.

The concentric corrector consists of two elements of Infrasil-302 with spherical surfaces and 690mm
in diameter. It provides a universal 22′.8 diameter field of view (at f/12.4) with residual optical design
aberrations less than 66mas. This corrector is designed to feed multi-barrel optical systems without pupil
miss-match.

The imager design concept is a four-barrel imaging system feed by this corrector with each barrel
having a 4k×4k H4RG detector covering a 6′.8 × 6′.8 field of view (0′′.1/pixel sampling). The total
imager field of view is 185 square arc minutes.

Figure 7.1 shows the optical layout of this system. The cameras are within a volume of 2.1 m in length
and 0.8 m in diameter. A window has been put at the entrance to the cameras, with the intention of the
cameras being enclosed in the Dewar with the corrector and wave front sensors outside the Dewar. The
cameras have been designed with a sharp pupil image.

Figure 7.1: Optical layout of the corrector and imager system (J. Pazder, section 7.2.1)

The image quality is shown in Figure 7.2. Spot quality is less than pixels at all points except at the
outside corner where the image quality is marginally more at 16 µm RMS spot diameter.
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Imager

130

Table 7.7: Instrument parameters of Starbug based IFU spectrograph
IFUs

Number of IFUs 8-13a

Number of elements per IFU 61 Hexagonally packed
Spatial sampling per element 0.15 arcsec
Total field of view per IFU 1.18 square arcsec
Total patrol area φ ∼ 15 arcminb

Minimum separation between IFUs 25 arcsec
Spectrograph (MOIRCS)

Wavelength coverage 0.9-1.8 µm
Spectral resolving power 500-3000
Dispersion 1.6 Å per pix (J), 2.1 Å per pix (H)
Sampling 2-5 pixels in FWHM

Combined properties
Total efficiency 9% (J), 12% (H)
a This number can be increased by using a new larger spectrograph.
b FoV of the wide field corrector.

Figure 7.16: Block diagram of the starbug-based multi fiber IFU system, showing the sub-systems.
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fibres (fiducials) on each Starbug, as shown in Figure 7.19. The IFU axis is defined with respect to these
metrology fibres. Additionally there are a number (∼ 16) of circumferential fiducials on the glass-field
plate. Thus, fine positioning is then achieved while the telescope is on target by referencing the Starbug
fiducials to the field-plate fiducials. Acquisition is then achieved by aligning guide bundles to guide
stars.The positional accuracy of Starbugs is better than 5 microns, corresponding to 10 milli-arcseconds
on sky, and typical reconfiguration times are achievable within the time taken to slew the telescope.

Figure 7.19: (Left) Starbugs on a field-plate, showing the green back-lit metrology fibres, and the red
slippers. (Right) Schematic view of the Starbug, showing the payload dock tube, metrology fibres, vacuum
port and wires access ports on the backside. The Starbug system used in the ULTIMATE instrument
shares much of the technology with the TAIPAN system which is currently working in the laboratory
and will be demonstrated its on-sky feasibility in early 2016.

The Starbug fiber positioner is a new technology developed by AAO. The Starbug will be used for
the TAIPAN instrument at the UK Schmidt telescope. TAIPAN is being built by AAO to carry out a
comprehensive spectroscopic survey and to prove the concept of the Starbug positioner, which is proposed
to use on the Giant Magellan Telescope. TAIPAN will start its commissioning in early 2016 and demon-
strate the feasibility of the Starbug technology, reducing the risk for the future ULTIMATE instrument.
The ULTIMATE Starbugs differ from the TAIPAN Starbugs in that they have a larger diameter, carry
a heavier payload, and will operate at a lower atmospheric pressure. Therefore the vacuum necessary
to adhere the Starbugs to the field-plate and allow normal operation will be tested by prototyping the
Starbugs for the ULTIMATE instrument.

Integral field unit

The IFU unit consists of three main components, the fore-optics, the lenslet array, and the fiber array.
These components are aligned and glued into position in a stainless tube and then the tube is inserted
into the Starbug.

The fore-optics magnify the beam from the telescope to provide an appropriate plate scale for the
lenslet array (magnification is about 3.5 to have a lenslet width of 250 µm for a sampling of 0′′.15 per
lenslet). In principle, one could place the lenslet array directly at the focal plane of the WFC without
using the fore optics. However, there are advantages to a larger physical lenslet size. Most fundamentally,
a large lenslet size compared to the fibre core diameter minimize shifts in the pupil image and geometric
focal ratio degradation (FRD). Secondly, small lenslets are not readily available from manufacturers and
are likely to be expensive and to pose a significant risk in meeting the required specifications. AAO has
significant experience working with larger lenslets, having used a 40×25 250 µm lenslet array. Additionally
the use of fore-optics has advantages other than its effect on lenslet size. First, the spatial sampling of
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Multi-Object IFU spec.

Multi-Object slit spec.

Instrument overview for more details



Comparison*with*Wide1Field*AO*instruments*at*
8110m*class*telescope*in*2020s*

•  The$most$unique$capability$of$ULTIMATE:Subaru$is$the$widest$FOV$among$the$
other$AO$instruments.$

Instrument/Tel.* FOV* MulBplicity* λ(μm)* R* AO,*FWHM*

Imager$

HAWK:I/VLT$ 7’.5x7’.5$ :$ 0.9:2.5$ :$ GLAO(GRAAL),~0”.3$
FLAMINGOS2/Gemini:S$ 2’.0x2’.0$ :$ 0.9:2.5$ :$ MCAO(GEMS),$<0”.1$

ULTIMATE/Subaru$ φ~15’$ :$ 0.9:2.5$ :$ GLAO,$~0”.2$

Mul\:Object$Slit$Spectrograph$

MOSFIRE/Keck$ 6’.1x6’.1$ <46$ 0.9:2.5$ ~3500$ w/o$AO,~0”.5$
FLAMINGOS2/Gemini:S$ 2’.0x2’.0$ ?$ 0.9:2.5$ ~3000$ MCAO(GEMS),<0”.1$

ULTIMATE/Subaru$ φ~15’$ ~100$ 0.9:2.5$ ~3000$ GLAO,$~0”.2$

Mul\:Object$IFU$Spectrograph$

KMOS/VLT$ φ~7’.2$ 24$ 0.9:2.5$ ~4000$ w/o$AO,~0”.5$

MUSE/VLT$ 1’x1’$ 1$ 0.46:0.93$ ~4000$ GLAO(GRAAL),~0”.3:0”.4$

ULTIMATE/Subaru$ φ~15’$ 8:13$ 0.9:1.8$ ~3000$ GLAO,$~0”.2$



Comparison*with*TMT/Space*instruments*in*2020s*
Instrument/Tel.* FOV* Mul=plicity* λ(μm)* R* AO,*FWHM*

Imager'

IRIS/TMT' 17”.2x17”.2' 3' 0.932.5' 3' MCAO(NFIRAOS),~0”.01'

NIRCam/JWST' 2’.2x4’.4' 3' 0.535.5' 3' Space,'<0”.08'

Euclid' 0.5'deg2' 3' 0.931.6' 3' Space,'~0”.4'

WFIRST' 0.3deg2' 3' 0.632.0' 3' Space,~0”.2''

ULTIMATE/Subaru' φ~15’' 3' 0.932.5' 3' GLAO,'~0”.2'

MulT3Object'Slit'Spectrograph'

TMT/IRMS' 2’.1x2’.1' <46' 0.932.5' 5000' MCAO(NFIRAOS),~0”.01'

NIRSPEC/JWST' 3’.0x3’.0' >100' 1.035.0' ~2700' Space,<0”.08'

ULTIMATE/Subaru' φ~15’' ~100' 0.932.5' ~3000' GLAO,'~0”.2'

MulT3Object'IFU'Spectrograph'

IRIS/TMT' <2”.2x4”.5' 1' 0.932.5' >4000' MCAO(NIFRAOS),~0”01'

IRMOS/TMT' φ~5’.0' 20(?)' 0.932.5' >2000' MOAO,'<0”.1'

ULTIMATE/Subaru' Φ~15’' 8313' 0.931.8' ~3000' GLAO,'~0”.2'

•  Survey'type'space'telescope'would'be'the'best'for'imaging,'but'less'flexible'
•  IFU'is'less'compeTTve'compared'with'TMT'instruments''

to the satellite based survey.



Other capabilities of ASM at Subaru
• TMT 1st gen. instruments will not offer the capabilities of  

- High dispersion spectrograph with R>10,000 

- Extreme Adaptive Optics system 

• HDS (visible high dispersion spectrograph) and SCExAO (Subaru 
Extreme AO system) are still unique after 2020 (or 2030?).  

• ASM can improve the performance of HDS and SCExAO by using the 
ASM as Single Conjugate AO (or Laser Tomographic AO) . 

• Both instruments are located at the stable Nasmyth platform.                      
No instrument exchange required for using these instruments.  

Olivier’s Extreme AO presentation for more detail



Subaru’s Instrument Timeline
Timeline (proposal, update 2016/02/23)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

PF 

Cs

Ns

Suprime-Cam
FMOS

HSC
PFS

FOCAS
COMICS
MOIRCS

ULTIMATE

HDS
IRCS

AO188
SCExAO

IRD

END
END

END

CHARIS

TBD
ENDPI-type

Hibernate/END

END

Hibernate/END

TBD
END
ENDreview

SWIMS
PI-typeMIMIZUKU

New Inst?

Optical Inst. Infrared Inst.

Current
Wide variety of instruments

Dark nights

Bright nights

Future
Emphasis on wide-field survey 
with HSC, PFS ,and ULTIMATE

Upgrade by ASM

Upgrade by ASM



Impact to the observatory
(1) Cassegrain modification to obtain ~16’ FoV 

98

Figure 6.13: Modification plan of Cassegrain area.

Figure 6.14: Unvignetted FoV at Cassegrain focus.
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Figure 6.14: Unvignetted FoV at Cassegrain focus.
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Figure 6.13: Modification plan of Cassegrain area.

Figure 6.14: Unvignetted FoV at Cassegrain focus.
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FoV~16’ 
(<10% vignet)

ADC, AG, Cal source, SV will 
be removed to obtain the 
largest FoV at Cs. focus. 

Existing Cs. instrument (FOCAS, MOIRCS, COMICS) will not be 
able to use after starting the modification sometime around 2020.  

(2) Modification of the IR secondary mirror  104

Figure 6.22: Subaru ASM and available space in the existing IR secondary mirror

Figure 6.23: LBT PWFS First light image with the two ASMs. Esposito and al. (2010). 10 detectable
diffraction rings SR 80% in H band.

shell. The membrane at the center of the shell prevents from the shell to rotate, fall or translate
but a small motion of the shell remains unavoidable.

• The manually placed and glued magnets on the shell are not perfectly centered with the actuators
holes in the reference plate.

The motion of the shell and the miss alignments between the reference plate holes and the shell magnets
create a pressure of the shell magnets on the capacitive sensor edge (reference plate). This could conduct
to the magnet disconnection off the shell.

When disconnected, the magnet from the shell is trapped by the coil explaining the erratic signal from
the capacitive sensors.

Solution for new ASM
The main solution is to minimize the decentering error between the glued magnet on the shell and the
coil actuator. An effort will be apply for the new ASM specifying precisely the position of the magnet
glued manually on the shell and the position of the actuator in the cold plate.

The mis-centering doesn’t affect the performance of the ASM but can lead to a magnet knock-off as
encountered at LBT. This solution should reduce and avoid the number disconnected actuators.

104

Adaptive secondary mirror (ASM) will be installed 
in the existing IR secondary mirror mount.

IR M2 will not be available for 0.5-1.0 year to 
modify and test for the ASM. 

Minimize the down time by conducting the modification work during the primary mirror re-coating.



Team Organization

143

The project scientist (PS) is a person responsible for organizing development of science team for the
project. ULTIMATE-Subaru will be offered to Subaru users community as facility instruments. Also,
we expect that there will be large survey(s) to maximize the science outputs from the project. Those
will be Subaru Strategic Program(s)1. With these prospects in mind, PS will organize communications
among science communities (in Japan and collaborating countries) to define the science requirements for
both the GLAO system and the instruments in the early stage of the project. Then PS will continue
organization of science teams to design the survey programs. PS should be involved the decision making
processes of the hardware / software developments to ensure the science goals the communities wish to
achieve with the project can be realized.

One important aspect among the software development for such survey-oriented project is the data
pipeline and archive. Currently, for HSC large survey (HSC-SSP) Subaru Telescope are working with
Kavli IPMU and Princeton University for the development of the pipeline and data archive, and are about
to initiate development process of the data archive for PFS. Subaru Telescope wishes to continue to be a
central source to provide data products of the surveys with ULTIMATE-Subaru. The development plan
for the data pipeline and data archive should be addressed in the early phase of the conceptual design.

PI (director of Subaru Telescope)

Project Manager
(Minowa)

Project Scientist
(Koyama)

Instrument Scientist 
for GLAO system

(New AP)

Chief Engineer

ULTIMATE-SUBARU Development Organization (draft 2015/12/23)

Instrument Scientist 
for new IR instrument

(TBD)

Chief EngineerScience Collaboration
(with partner institutes/countries)

(External) Instrument Developers

Telescope and Instrument
Engineers / Technicians

External Instrument Developers External Instrument Developers

Instrument
Engineers / Technicians

Subaru / Japan

Partner institutes / countries

Figure 8.1: Organization structure of the ULTIMATE-Subaru project.

In order to show the minimum number of staff members for the development of the ULTIMATE-
Subaru project we consider necessary, in Fig. 8.2 the number and FTEs of Subaru/NAOJ staff members
in annual basis are presented. This table basically does not include human resources from other institutes
(e.g., universities in Japan or non-Japanese institutes; only one engineer for the GLAO development is
included), but we are expecting the main bodies of the instrument development will be other institutes.
Two post-doc positions for the GLAO development are expected to be funded by JSPS (Kakenhi).

The commissioning of PFS is expected to happen during the period of 2017–2019 (engineering first
light will be in 2018). As we show in the later section, for ULTIMATE-Subaru, these years are the period
of preliminary design and the beginning of the detailed design. These years will be the busiest season as
commissioning of PFS and development of ULTIMATE-Subaru overlap significantly. Ideally, such major
overlap of development activities should be avoided, but it is necessary to commence the engineering
observations of the GLAO system in 2023, as timeline described in Section 8.3 shows. If we fail securing

1http://www.naoj.org/Science/SACM/Senryaku/
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Responsible for the project outcome 
(Strengthen Subaru’s capability)

Oversight the development 
and Science requirement

Manage the instrument 
development, control 
interface between the 

telescope and instruments

International collaboration. 
Currently, we are 

discussing with Canada for 
WFI and Australia for IFU

Manage the 
development and sub-
system procurement

Organize science team. 
Summarize the requirement 

from the Scientist.

Input from the community. 
Your involvement is very important!! 



Cost estimation, Budget Resources

Items Cost (USD) Budget

(1) ASM system $6M NAOJ operation budget                                    
as a part of Telescope upgrade

(2) Laser system $1-4M JSPS Grant-in-aid 
(Partly purchased by NAOJ budget for AO188)

(3) WFS unit $3.5M JSPS Grant-in-aid

(4) Real time system $0.2M JSPS Grant-in-aid

(5) Telescope modification $10M NAOJ operation budget 
as a part of Telescope upgrade

(6) NIR instruments $5-15M JSPS grant-in-aid & International collaboration

(7) Human resources $2M NAOJ operation & JSPS Grant-in-aid

(8) Contingency $5M NAOJ operation budget

Total $40-50M
(2), (3), (4): Applying for JSPS Grant-in-Aid (Innovative Areas and Category S) 



ULTIMATE Study Report

ULTIMATE-SUBARU
with Wide-Field Ground-Layer Adaptive Optics

Study Report - January 2016

Subaru Telescope
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan

http://www.naoj.org/Projects/newdev/ngao/20160113/ULTIMATE-SUBARU_SR20160113.pdf

•Science Case 
- High-z galaxies (Key Science) 
- Low-z galaxies  
- Galactic  
•Adaptive Optics 
- Performance modeling 
- System modeling  
- Interface with telescope 

•Instruments  
- Wide-Field imager 
- Multi-Object Slit spectrograph 
- Multi-Object IFU spectrograph 

•Development Plan 
- Team organization 
- Budget  
- Timeline

http://www.naoj.org/Projects/newdev/ngao/20160113/ULTIMATE-SUBARU_SR20160113.pdf


ULTIMATE-Subaru project               
external review
• Recommendation from reviewers 

• Investigate science cases after 10 years from the competing 
instrument (especially VLT/GRAAL) 

• Estimated cost for developing the instrument is huge. Two 
phase implementation is suggested. (GLAO 1st, instrument 2nd) 

• Wide-field imager seems to be more attractive than the other 
instrument plans.  

• Re-use the existing facility instrument (such as MOIRCS) as a 
first light instrument for GLAO. 

Doi-san’s summary talk



ULTIMATE Subaru Timeline

CY 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

GLAO

WFI

M-IFS

Prelim. Design Detail Design

Telescope Mod.

ASM Fabrication

AIT

Prelim. Design Detail Design Fabrication

AIT

AO experiment / Fibre Laser WFS / GLAO development

Concept / Prototype

Design            Fabrication AIT / Eng w/MOIRCS 

Phase 2 Design Phase 2 Fabrication →
Science w/o GLAO

PDR for 
GLAO & WFI

CDR for 
WFI

CDR for 
M-IFS Phase 1

M-IFS:
EFL of Phase 1

CDR for Phase 2

NAOJ investment for PFS

GLAO EFL
CoDR for 

GLAO & WFI

Concept Design

Concept Design

CDR for 
ASM


